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一、文意字彙 (20 題，每題 3 分，共 60 分) 
 
( C ) 1. When we go to a new country, we must ___________ ourselves to new manners and customs. 

(A) transform       (B) overcome      (C) adapt          (D) adopt 

( D ) 2. After being out of work for several months, they finally found ___________ in a factory and earned enough 
money to live on. 
(A) security        (B) sympathy       (C) emergency      (D) employment 

( B ) 3. Despite what his father had said, he ___________ on making his own decision. 
(A) assisted      (B) insisted    (C) resisted      (D) consisted 

( A ) 4. If you want to have your Xmas dinner at that fancy restaurant, you had better make a ___________ in advance.  
(A) reservation  (B) division   (C) conclusion     (D) devotion 

( A ) 5. To ________ our teacher, can you invent a reasonable excuse for our being late? 
(A) convince  (B) predict   (C) arise      (D) swallow 

( D ) 6. Thanks to wireless Internet service, it’s easier than ever before to have ___________ to the Internet in Taipei. 
(A) target     (B) routine       (C) eager     (D) access 

( B ) 7. We are initiating a campaign to ___________ enough money for the miserable orphans. 
(A) rise    (B) raise       (C) arise       (D) arouse 

( A ) 8. I can't believe the medicine is so ___________. It did relieve the symptoms of my cold. 
(A) effective        (B) efficient   (C) affective         (D) urban 

( B ) 9. Daniel has been working at the computer for almost twenty-four hours. He ___________ needs a good rest. 
(A) accidentally  (B) obviously      (C) enthusiastically      (D) previously 

( D ) 10. It's a common belief that the improvement of the traffic condition would ___________ to public support of the 
government.   
(A) amount   (B) devote    (C) apply    (D) contribute 

( A ) 11. Mr. Lee is a nice person. He regularly ___________ money to help the poor and the needy. 
(A) donates        (B) denotes        (C) reserves         (D) deposits 

( B ) 12. If we don’t do something immediately to help the endangered species, they will go _______ in the next decade.   
(A) strike          (B) extinct           (C) urgent          (D) constructive 

( A ) 13. The school was ___________ very small, but now it is the largest elementary school in Taiwan. 
(A) originally      (B) accidentally       (C) conventionally      (D) enthusiastically 

( B ) 14. H1N1 is a very ___________ disease. We have to do everything we can to stop it from spreading. 
(A) edible       (B) contagious        (C) sizable            (D) sufficient 

( D ) 15. Before we can put the show on the stage, we have to ___________ it again and again.  
(A) reschedule   (B) reproduce         (C) restrain         (D) rehearse 

( C ) 16. Judy likes to ___________ the meaning of life when she is alone. 
(A) accelerate         (B) overcome        (C) contemplate        (D) inflame 

( C ) 17. Amanda made a ___________ progress in speaking English. 
(A) ridiculous         (B) disastrous        (C) substantial         (D) repetitive 

( B ) 18. We don’t like her because she often ___________ about her collection of luxuries.  
(A) curses            (B) boasts           (C) induces           (D) roars 

( B ) 19. He was awarded the Nobel Prize for his ___________ to promoting world peace. 
(A) influence         (B) devotion         (C) generalization      (D) definitions 

( B ) 20. The designer ___________ traditional materials with new styles to create the latest fashion. 
(A) assured          (B) combined         (C) guided           (D) resisted 
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二、 綜合測驗 (20 題，每題 2 分，共 40 分) 
( A ) 1. ___________ his teacher’s order, the boy went out to play without finishing his homework.  

(A) In spite of         (B) Although         (C) Owing to         (D) Regardless 

( A ) 2. Sandra is late. I doubt ___________ something has happened to her.  
(A) if                (B) when            (C) what             (D) how 

( A ) 3. Alex exercises every day ___________ he might lose weight.  
(A) so that             (B) as soon as         (C) even if             (D) since 

( B ) 4. ___________ by the directions, the patient looked at the doctor enquiringly. 
(A) Puzzling       (B) Puzzled        (C) To puzzle        (D) Puzzle 

( A ) 5. Taiwan is a beautiful island and it is well-known ___________ its friendly people and savory cuisines. 
(A) for               (B) as                 (C) by              (D) with 

( D ) 6. Alex speaks English fluently now, and so ___________ his younger brother.   
(A) can       (B) speaks        (C) is        (D) does 

( C ) 7. If David ___________ this coming weekend, please hand him this parcel. 
(A) will come   (B) came        (C) comes       (D) is coming 

( A ) 8. We plan to arrive in San Francisco, ___________ we will rent a car and drive to other places. 
(A) where      (B) what           (C) that       (D) when 

( C ) 9. Our class leader ordered that we ___________ silent. 
(A) kept         (B) keeping        (C) keep       (D) have kept 

( D ) 10. They wouldn't believe the little boy and he was ___________ a liar. 
(A) regarded      (B) taken        (C) viewed   (D) considered 

( B ) 11. We saw the man ___________ out of the gate. 
(A) to go    (B) go         (C) to going        (D) went 

( A ) 12. My grandparents make ___________ a rule to keep early hours. 
(A) it       (B) this         (C) that      (D) what 

( D ) 13. The policeman told those boys ___________ in the street. 
(A) not play      (B) to not play       (C) didn't play     (D) not to play 

( C ) 14. We do not own the building; ___________, it would be impossible for us to make any major changes to it.  
(A) otherwise     (B) nevertheless         (C) as a result     (D) however 

( C ) 15. Our dining table is ___________ that one. 
(A) as two times as long    (B) as long two times as     
(C) two times as long as    (D) long as two times than 

( A ) 16. I would rather stay at home studying English ___________ go shopping on such a rainy day. 
(A) than               (B) then             (C) instead         (D) but 

(AC)  17. Whenever my car gets dirty, I always have my son ___________ my car. 
(A) wash             (B) washed        (C) wash         (D) washing 

( A ) 18. The little girl got lost. ___________ what to do next, she started to cry. 
(A) Not knowing     (B) Not known        (C) Knowing not     (D) Because not knowing 

( D ) 19. ___________ math, Jimmy also failed Chinese and English last semester. 
(A) Except             (B) In addition      (C) Apart          (D) Besides 

( B ) 20. Be sure to wear a helmet when riding a bike. It can protect your head ___________ getting injured if a car accident 
occurs.  
(A) aside              (B) from            (C) for             (D) by 

 

 


